
Hash Trash CSH3 Run #1581 
 

 
Next Run 
Saturday, March 12, 2022. CSH3 Run #1582. Hare Sheep Shagger 
 
Your Hare 

 
 
Directions 
A site for CSH3 run 12/03/22 - Ban Pong, Hang Dong (adjacent to Wat Pa Phut Photchanaram) 
Take the turnoff from Canal Road to the Royal Flora, and keep left past the Night Safari. Keep going until you 
reach the small turnoff onto the Samoeng Road, turn right (Wat Rutthi Rat/Petrol Station intersection), keep 
going for about 2.5km, then take the turn-off left (by the Sala, just before the Royal Train Garden Resort), and 
follow HHH signs to the A site  
GPS: 18.731216,98.881248  
 
The songtheaw will leave McDonalds at Thapae Gate at 15:50, the run start is at 17:00. 
 
If you feeling sick, have a fever, or even have symptoms of a common cold, please stay home. 
 
Hareline 
Saturday 19th March-CSH3 Run # 1583 Sloppy Rod 
Saturday 26th March CSH3 Run # 1584 Snail Trail – Birthday Run 
Saturday 2nd April-CSH3 Run # 1585 Bushy Tail 
Saturday 9 April-CSH3 Run # 1586 Superman & Super Bitch 
Saturday 16th April 2022-CSH3 Run # 1587 Mary Poppins 
Saturday 23rd April 2022-CSH3 Run # 1588 Belly Dancer 
Saturday 30th April -CSH3 Run # 1589 Sloppy Rod 



Last Week's Run 
Text by Sloppy Rod, pix from Snail Trail 
Even with the later starting time, it was still very hot when I arrived at one of Chiang Mai hashes’ favorite run 
sites, Turkish’s Triangle.  Deep Throat and Stumbling Dyke sent us out on the dirt road through the orchards 
and, after a check or two, came to the Wimp/Rambo split.  Judging from Snail Trail’s pictures, the walkers had 
lovely stroll though shaded forest trails.  The runners didn’t have it as good.  We first had to cross a treacherous 
ditch – Devil’s Reject fell in, hurt his leg and headed back to the A-bucket.  We then trudged up, up, up to 
highest peak in the area, and found some good running trails.  Tricky checks then took their toll.  First, Bow 
Wow got a circle check wrong and checked the wrong way down a tough hill. Pigshit got bagged next, on a 
circle check off to the left, but it wasn’t too bad.  Finally, it was my turn to get caught.  Another tough circle 
check, and I was sure I was correct, but no. Graven Image and HRA made it through unscathed – luck or 
experience?  We continued on, running down on some great trails back down to the cold beer.  Thanks hares! 
 

Deep Throat gives the hare brief Sups leads the walkers -- Head Hacker, Tip Toe and 
Square Rooter 

  

 
 

Always on Top and Bushy Tail foraging for tonight's 
dinner 

Snail Trail and Chatterbox 

 
 

 



Pigshit running on trail Followed by yours truly 

 

 

 
 

Graven Image runs in Just Cumming enjoyed the run 

 
 

 



 
Hares Deep Throat and Stumbling Dyke on ice Square Rooter (welcome back!) and Head Hacker take a 

turn 

 

 

 
Devil's Reject - fell in a ditch  -  and is iced for it Chatterbox, Splash Queen Always on Top and Cumalot 

pose for the camera 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



And so does HRA 

 
 
The Wings:  Kevin and Bow Wow 

 


